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Searches for the lepton number violating Kþ → π−μþeþ decay and the lepton flavor violating
Kþ → πþμ−eþ and π0 → μ−eþ decays are reported using data collected by the NA62 experiment at
CERN in 2017–2018. No evidence for these decays is found and upper limits of the branching ratios are
obtained at 90% confidence level: BðKþ → π−μþeþÞ < 4.2 × 10−11, BðKþ → πþμ−eþÞ < 6.6 × 10−11

and Bðπ0 → μ−eþÞ < 3.2 × 10−10. These results improve by 1 order of magnitude over previous results for
these decay modes.
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Introduction.—Discovery of lepton number (LN) or
lepton flavor number (LF) violation would be a clear
indication of new physics; although they are conserved
quantum numbers in the standard model (SM), their con-
servation is not imposed by any local gauge symmetry.
Observation of neutrino oscillations provided the first proof
of the nonconservation of LF, however no evidence of LN
violation has been observed so far. New physics models
which explain experimental observations, such as neutrino
oscillations or the possible flavor anomalies in B physics [1],
can introduce LN and LF violation. The seesaw mechanism
[2] provides a source of LN violation through the exchange
of Majorana neutrinos, as in neutrinoless double beta decay.
Processes violating LF conservation can occur via the
exchange of leptoquarks [3,4], of a Z0 boson [5,6] or in
SM extensions with light pseudoscalar bosons [7]. Searches
for kaon decays violating LN and LF conservation are
powerful probes of models beyond the SM at mass scales up
to Oð100 TeVÞ. These complement searches in B meson or
lepton decays, such as those producing recent limits on
branching ratios BðBþ → Kþμ−eþÞ < 7.0 × 10−9 [8] and
Bðμþ → eþγÞ < 4.2 × 10−13 [9], which explore different
aspects of new physics models. An indirect upper limit on
BðKþ → π−μþeþÞ of a few units ×10−11 has been derived
from an upper limit on the μ− þ ðZ; AÞ → eþ þ ðZ − 2; AÞ
conversion probability [10]. Previous experimental limits
on LN and LF violating Kþ and π0 decays are reported in
Table I.
In this Letter searches are presented for the LN violating

Kþ → π−μþeþ decay (π− channel), and the LF violating

decays Kþ → πþμ−eþ (μ− channel) and π0 → μ−eþ, using
the data collected by the NA62 experiment at the CERN
SPS in 2017–2018.
Beam line and detector.—A sketch of the NA62 beam

line and detector is shown in Fig. 1 and a detailed
description can be found in Ref. [16]. Kaons are produced
in the interaction of a high intensity 400 GeV proton beam
extracted from the CERN SPS with a beryllium target. The
resulting secondary hadron beam of positively charged
particles consists of 70% πþ, 23% protons, and 6% Kþ,
with a nominal momentum of 75 GeV=c (1% rms momen-
tum bite). Beam kaons are identified by a differential
Cherenkov counter (KTAG) with 70 ps time resolution and
reconstructed using a silicon pixel beam spectrometer
(GTK). The momenta and directions of charged particles
produced inKþ decays in a 75 m long fiducial volume (FV)
are measured by a magnetic spectrometer (STRAW).
Particle identification is provided by a ring-imaging
Cherenkov detector (RICH), a quasihomogeneous liquid
krypton electromagnetic calorimeter (LKr), hadronic cal-
orimeters (MUV1,2), and a muon detector (MUV3). A
photon veto system includes the LKr, twelve ring-shaped

TABLE I. Summary of previous experimental limits at
90% C.L. on the branching ratios of LN and LF violating Kþ

and π0 decays.

Limit at 90% C.L.

Kþ → π−μþμþ < 4.2 × 10−11 (NA62 at CERN [11])
Kþ → π−eþeþ < 2.2 × 10−10 (NA62 at CERN [11])
Kþ → π−μþeþ < 5.0 × 10−10 (E865 at BNL [12])
Kþ → πþμ−eþ < 5.2 × 10−10 (E865 at BNL [12])
Kþ → πþμþe− < 1.3 × 10−11 (E865 at BNL [13])
π0 → μ−eþ < 3.4 × 10−9 (E865 at BNL [12])
π0 → μþe− < 3.8 × 10−10 (E865 at BNL [14])
π0 → μ�e∓ < 3.6 × 10−10 (KTeV at FNAL [15])

*Full author list given at the end of the Letter.
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lead-glass detectors (LAV1–12) and small angle calorim-
eters (IRC and SAC). The RICH provides a trigger time
with 70 ps precision. Two scintillator hodoscopes, NA48-
CHOD and CHOD, each arranged in four quadrants,
provide trigger signals and time measurements for charged
particles with 200 and 800 ps precision, respectively.
Data sample and trigger.—The data sample consists of

8.3 × 105 SPS spills collected in 2017 and 2018 with a
typical primary beam intensity of 2.2 × 1012 protons per
spill of three seconds effective duration, corresponding to a
mean Kþ decay rate in the FV of 3.7 MHz. The trigger
system is composed of a hardware level (L0) and a software
level (L1), with maximum output rates of 1 MHz and
10 kHz, respectively [17]. The three trigger chains used for
this analysis run concurrently with the trigger chain
dedicated to the main goal of the experiment, the meas-
urement of the Kþ → πþνν̄ branching ratio [18]: the
multitrack (MT), electron multitrack (eMT), and muon
multitrack (μMT) triggers.
The MT L0 trigger requires a signal in the RICH, and a

time coincidence of signals in two opposite CHOD quad-
rants. The eMT trigger collects a sample enriched with
electrons, which deposit almost all of their energy in the LKr,
by additionally requiring a minimum energy deposit of
20 GeV in the LKr (LKr20 signal). The μMT trigger selects
at least one muon in the final state, requiring in addition to
the MT conditions a coincident signal in the MUV3 and a
minimum energy deposit of 10 GeV in the LKr (LKr10
signal). The common L1 trigger conditions select events
with a Kþ identified by the KTAG within 5 ns of the trigger
time, and a track of a negatively charged particle recon-
structed in the STRAW. For most of the data sample the
L1 μMT trigger also requires fewer than 3 signals in total in
LAV stations 2–11 within 6 ns of the trigger time. The MT,
μMT, and eMT trigger chains are downscaled typically by
factorsDMT ¼ 100,DμMT ¼ 8, andDeMT ¼ 8, respectively,
but these values were varied during data taking.
Data collected with a minimum bias trigger, requiring

the presence of a signal in the NA48-CHOD at L0 and

downscaled by a factor of 400, are used for particle
identification and trigger efficiency studies.
Analysis strategy and event selection.—The branching

ratios for signal decays are measured relative to the
normalization channelKþ → πþπþπ− (K3π) which, because
of a similar topology to the signal decays, allows a first order
cancellation of systematic effects related to trigger condi-
tions and detector inefficiencies.
The MT, eMT, and μMT trigger chains are used to

collect signal events, and the MT trigger chain is used to
collect normalization events.
Acceptances for the signal and normalization channels

are evaluated using Monte Carlo (MC) detector simulations
based on the GEANT4 toolkit [19].
The event selection identifies events comprising three

tracks which point to the active region of the downstream
detectors used in the analysis, are within 5 ns of the
trigger time, and form a vertex of total charge þ1 with a
longitudinal distance from the target 105 < Zvtx < 180 m.
A vertex time is defined as the weighted mean of the track
times, with weights assigned based on the time resolution
of the detector (CHOD or NA48-CHOD) used to define the
track time. To confirm that the beam particle is a Kþ, a
KTAG signal must be present within 3 ns of the vertex time.
Events with LAV signals within 3 ns of the trigger time
are rejected, providing a photon veto. The total three-
momentum at the vertex must have a magnitude consistent
with the measured mean Kþ beam momentum within
2.5 GeV=c and its transverse component with respect to
the beam axis is required to be less than 35 MeV=c, to
reject events with missing energy.
For the normalization channel selection, the three-

track invariant mass reconstructed under the 3π mass
hypothesis is required to be consistent with the charged
kaon mass within 3σ3π , where the measured mass reso-
lution is σ3π ¼ 0.9 MeV=c2.
Signal selection requires particle identification (PID)

conditions using information from the LKr and MUV3
detectors to isolate candidate π∓μ�eþ final states. For each

FIG. 1. Schematic side view of the NA62 beam line and detector. Information from the CHANTI, IRC, and SAC veto detectors,
MUV1,2 hadronic calorimeters, and GTK beam spectrometer is not used in this analysis.
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track the ratio, E=p, is calculated from the energy (E) of
the associated LKr cluster and its momentum (p). If no
signal in MUV3 is associated with the track, a pion is
identified if E=p < 0.9 while a positron is identified if
0.95 < E=p < 1.05. For a positron, exactly one associated
LKr cluster must be found. A muon is identified if a MUV3
signal is associated with the track and E=p < 0.2. The
range of the vertex longitudinal position is optimized to
reduce the background fromKþ decays upstream of the FV.
It is required that Zvtx > 107ð111Þ m for the π− (μ−)
channel.
For the π− channel selection, the mass of the π−eþ pair

calculated under the e−eþ mass hypothesis is required to
exceed 140 MeV=c2. This condition rejects backgrounds
from Kþ → πþπ0 and Kþ → π0lþνl (l ¼ μ, e) decays
followed by π0 → eþe−γ, with an e− misidentified as a π−.
The kinematic variable used to distinguish between

signal and background is the invariant mass of the three
charged tracks, mπμe, computed by assigning the π, μ, e
mass hypotheses to the tracks with corresponding identities
defined by the PID requirements. The mπμe region close to
the charged kaon mass, mK [20], 478–510 MeV=c2 is
kept masked to avoid bias in the selection optimization.
This includes the signal region, 490–498 MeV=c2, and
12 MeV=c2 wide control regions immediately below and
above the signal region (denoted CR1 and CR2, respec-
tively), used at the final stage of the analysis to validate the
background prediction. The mπμe resolution, obtained from
simulation, is 1.4 MeV=c2.
The search for the decay chain Kþ → πþπ0 followed by

π0 → μ−eþ, is performed on the sample of events passing
the μ− channel selection by requiring that the reconstructed
mass of the μe pair is consistent with the π0 mass,
jmμe −mπ0 j < 2 MeV=c2. The mμe resolution obtained
from simulation is 0.4 MeV=c2.
Trigger efficiency.—The trigger efficiency is measured

with minimum bias data. For the abundant normalization
K3π events the efficiency is measured directly. On the other
hand, for the signal an enriched signal-like sample is used
which is selected by loosening requirements on Zvtx and
requiring that mπμe is outside the masked region. The
measured efficiency of the MT trigger for normalization
events is εn ¼ ð93.2� 0.5Þ × 10−2, and the result for
signal-like events is consistent with εn within 1%. The
main source of MT trigger inefficiency is the STRAW
condition at L1, and the uncertainty accounts for variations
in the measured efficiency over time.
The L0 MUV3 and L1 LAV conditions in the μMT

trigger have negligible inefficiency for signal-like events
since similar conditions are applied offline in the selection.
The efficiencies of the LKr10 and LKr20 conditions
present in the μMT and eMT triggers, respectively, depend
on the total energy deposited in the LKr. The energy
deposited by the pion in the LKr is not precisely reproduced

in simulations, so a correction to this quantity is
applied based on measurements. After this correction,
energy-dependent trigger inefficiencies are applied in the
simulation. The softer electron spectrum for Kþ → πþπ0

followed by π0 → μ−eþ decays, with respect to Kþ →
π�μ∓eþ (Fig. 2), leads to a lower efficiency of the LKr10
and LKr20 trigger conditions, as will be shown below.
Normalization to K3π decay.—The effective number of

Kþ decays in the FV is

NK ¼
X

i

Ni
K ¼ 1

BðK3πÞAnεn
·
X

i

�
Ni

3π

Di
MT

Di
eff

�

¼ ð1.33� 0.02Þ × 1012; ð1Þ

where the index i runs over data-taking periods defined by
constant trigger downscaling factors, Ni

3π are the numbers
of normalization K3π events selected with the MT trigger
with downscaling factor Di

MT, and Di
eff are the effective

downscaling factors of the three signal trigger chains.
These are evaluated as

Di
eff ¼

�
1−

�
1−

1

Di
MT

��
1−

1

Di
μMT

��
1−

1

Di
eMT

��
−1

ð2Þ

and vary in the range 3.2–6.9. In Eq. (1), BðK3πÞ ¼
ð5.583� 0.024Þ × 10−2 [20] and An ¼ 10.18 × 10−2 are
the branching ratio and selection acceptance (determined
using simulation) of the K3π decay, and εn is the efficiency
of the MT trigger for the normalization channel. The total
number of selected K3π events collected with the MT
trigger is

P
i N

i
3π ¼ 2.73 × 108. The quoted uncertainty in

NK accounts for any inaccuracy in the description of the
beam momentum spectrum and STRAW inefficiency in
simulations.

FIG. 2. Distributions of energy deposited in the LKr associated
with the three selected STRAW tracks for events passing the
signal selection, Kþ → π�μ∓eþ and Kþ → πþπ0 followed by
π0 → μ−eþ, obtained from MC simulations after data-driven
corrections to the energy of the LKr pion cluster.
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Backgrounds.—Backgrounds arise from Kþ decays
followed by particle misidentification and π�→l�νl
(l¼μ, e) decays in flight. The probability of at least one
π�, from a K3π decay in the FV, to decay upstream of the
LKr is found using simulations to be 7.5%, with the ratio of
decay rates Γðπ�→e�νeÞ=Γðπ�→μ�νμÞ¼1.23×10−4 [20].
Particle misidentification.—Misidentification of π�⇌e�

arises from E=p measurements. The misidentification
probabilities are measured using samples of K3π

(π� → e�) and Kþ → πþπ0 followed by π0 → eþe−γ
(e� → π�) decays, collected with the minimum bias
trigger. In each sample, the measured contamination from
other Kþ decays is below 10−4. The misidentification pro-
babilities are momentum dependent with values Pðπ� →
e�Þ ¼ ð4 − 5Þ × 10−3 and Pðe� → π�Þ ¼ ð1 − 3Þ × 10−2.
Misidentification of π� as μ� arises from accidental

matching of tracks with MUV3 signals or pion-induced
showers in hadron calorimeters producing muons.
Accidental MUV3 signals are simulated using rates mea-
sured in time sidebands within 45–75 ns of the trigger time,
and hadronic showers are simulated using GEANT4. The
misidentification probability is position and momentum
dependent, with values of Pðπ� → μ�Þ ¼ ð2–3Þ × 10−3.
Misidentification of μ� as π� occurs due to inefficiency

of the MUV3 detector. This inefficiency is measured to be
1.5 × 10−3 using kinematically selected Kþ → μþνμ
decays from minimum-bias data, and beam halo muons.
The misidentification of e� as μ�, with probability

Pðe� → μ�Þ ¼ Oð10−8Þ, occurs when an e� is absorbed
or scattered inelastically upstream of the LKr. In this case
no LKr energy deposit is recorded, and the track is matched
with an accidental signal in MUV3. The misidentification
probability is measured from data using a sample of MUV3
signals in time sidebands and depends on track momentum
and extrapolated track position at MUV3.
Background evaluation.—Simulations that include data-

driven corrections are used to predict the background. Each
simulated event is assigned a weight, which accounts for
misidentification probabilities and corrects for discrepan-
cies between data and simulations in energy deposited by
π� in the LKr, as well as in the beam momentum spectrum.
The number of selected data events with mπμe <

478 MeV=c2 agree with predictions from simulations within
3% for both the π− and μ− channels (Fig. 3). The composition
of backgrounds is similar in the control regions (CR1 and
CR2) and in the signal regions. After unmasking the control
regions, the predicted and observed numbers of events are
largely consistent (Table II). The predicted numbers of
background events from each source in the signal regions
are given in Table III. The main contributions to the quoted
uncertainties are the limited statistics of the simulations and
the accuracy of the misidentification models.
Single event sensitivity.—The single event sensitivities,

Bi
SES, defined for each process as the branching ratio

corresponding to the observation of one signal event, are
computed for each data-taking period, i, as

Bi
SES ¼

1

Ni
KAsε

i
s
¼ BðK3πÞ

AnDi
eff

AsNi
3πD

i
MT

εn
εis
; ð3Þ

where As are the signal acceptances (computed using
simulations assuming uniform phase-space density), and
εis are the trigger efficiencies for signal events, which vary
due to changes in trigger downscaling factors. Efficiencies
for trigger components present in both normalization and
signal trigger chains cancel in Eq. (3) to 1% precision,
except for the LKr10(20) components (εLKr10ð20Þ), which
depend on the energy deposited in the LKr and are not
present in the MT trigger chain. Therefore,

εis
εn

¼
�
1 −

�
1 −

1

Di
MT

��
1 −

εLKr10
Di

μMT

��
1 −

εLKr20
Di

eMT

��
Di

eff :

ð4Þ

A summary of inputs to the single event sensitivity calcu-
lation is given in Table IV. For the π0 → μ−eþ search, Bi

SES
is divided by BðKþ→πþπ0Þ¼ð20.67�0.08Þ×10−2 [20].
The quantity BSES for the full dataset is given by

BSES ¼
�X

i

ðBi
SESÞ−1

�−1
; ð5Þ

and results are shown in Table IV. The uncertainty in BSES
includes the external error from the branching fractions

TABLE II. Predicted backgrounds and observed numbers of
events in control regions CR1 and CR2.

Kþ → π−μþeþ Kþ → πþμ−eþ

CR1 CR2 CR1 CR2

Predicted 1.68� 0.20 1.66� 0.26 3.41� 0.54 1.27� 0.40
Observed 2 4 2 0

TABLE III. Predicted numbers of background events in signal
regions. Decays upstream of the FVare the primary component of
the Kþ → πþπþπ− background.

Source Kþ → π−μþeþ Kþ → πþμ−eþ π0 → μ−eþ

Kþ → πþπþπ− 0.22� 0.15 0.84� 0.34 0.22� 0.15
Kþ → πþeþe− 0.63� 0.13 negligible negligible
Kþ → μþνμeþe− 0.13� 0.02 negligible negligible
Kþ → πþπ−eþνe 0.07� 0.02 0.05� 0.03 0.01� 0.01
Kþ → πþμþμ− 0.01� 0.01 0.02� 0.01 negligible
Kþ → eþνeμþμ− 0.01� 0.01 0.01� 0.01 negligible

Total 1.07� 0.20 0.92� 0.34 0.23� 0.15
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BðK3πÞ and BðKþ → πþπ0Þ, each 0.4% in relative terms,
and search-specific systematic uncertainties (2%–7%) of
BSES, assigned to account for the precision of the data-driven
corrections applied in simulations. For the LF violating
Kþ→πþμþe− decay BSES¼ð1.46�0.06Þ×10−11 and for
the π0 → μþe− decayBSES ¼ ð15.9� 1.1Þ × 10−11. Neither
of these sensitivities are competitive with previous
searches [13,15].
Results.—After unmasking the signal regions, the mass

spectra for the Kþ → π−μþeþ and Kþ → πþμ−eþ searches
are shown in Fig. 3. The numbers of predicted backgrounds
(nbg) and observed events (nobs) in the signal regions are
listed below

Kþ → π−μþeþ∶ nbg ¼ 1.07� 0.20; nobs ¼ 0;

Kþ → πþμ−eþ∶ nbg ¼ 0.92� 0.34; nobs ¼ 2;

π0 → μ−eþ∶ nbg ¼ 0.23� 0.15; nobs ¼ 0:

The observations are consistent with the background
predictions, and upper limits are set for the branching ratios
using the C.L.S method [21] with a likelihood ratio test
statistic. The upper limits obtained at 90% C.L. are

BðKþ → π−μþeþÞ < 4.2 × 10−11;

BðKþ → πþμ−eþÞ < 6.6 × 10−11;

Bðπ0 → μ−eþÞ < 3.2 × 10−10:

Conclusions.—Searches for the LN violating Kþ →
π−μþeþ, and LF violating Kþ → πþμ−eþ and π0 →
μ−eþ decays are reported. No evidence for these decays
is found and upper limits are established at 90% confidence
level: BðKþ→π−μþeþÞ<4.2×10−11, BðKþ→πþμ−eþÞ<
6.6×10−11, and Bðπ0 → μ−eþÞ < 3.2 × 10−10. These
results improve on previous searches [12] by 1 order of
magnitude. NA62 resumes data taking in 2021, with the
primary objective of improving the precision of the study
of the Kþ → πþνν̄ decay [18], but also with the possibility
of collecting additional data to study LN and LF violating
decays.
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